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INTRODUCTION
10 History and Objec~Jves of the Project
In the design of the Huey Long cantilever bri~ge over the
Mississippi River just above New Orleans~ in the- early 1930's,
the firm of Modjeski & Masters replaced the then conventional
lacing in truss members with per~orated cover plates o Whereas
the lacing members previously used could not be counted upon to
resist compression, the portions of the perforated cover plate
area outside the perforations were included in member area Q In
addition to this economy, additional advantages arose ~rom the
reduction of fabrication and maintenance costs of such members,
and the superior stiffness of the members. The use of perrorated
cover plates has since become general, although design practice
in their use has variedQ
Prior to the second World War, the Committee on Technical
Research of the American Institute of Steel Construction app-
roached the National Bureau or Standards with a proposal to make
comprehensive tests on steel members having perforated cover
plates, to determine stress distributions in the sections o The
National Bureau of Standards undertook such tests on partial but
full-scale sections consisting of two or four angles and a per-
forated cover plate, with varying shapes of perforations, to
determine stress distributions in these partial sections Q This
inv~stigation resulted in a number or reports which are a source
of valuable informationo
Following this, the National Bureau of S~andardsj in
collaboration with the state of Louisiana. and the Bureau of
-1~
Public Roads, made a series of tests to failure on actual four-
sided steel columns with perforated cover plates to be used in
the Calcasieu River Bridge in Louisiana~ the results of which
are reported by L Q Duclos in his paper "Column Test Cooperative
Project -Calcasieu River Bridge, Louisianan!) pUblished in the
Proceedings of the Highway Research Board» National Research
Council, in 1952 0 Although these are the only previous tests
to failure of full~size columns w'i th perforated cover plates ~
./
the tests were inconclusive for actual des'ign in that the colurrms
for these tests were shortened to 23 feet to fit into the testing
machine, and the properties o~ the test specimens were not 9 there-
fore, similar to those of the design prototype 4
Design specirications ~or columns having perforated cover
plates continued to be diverse. The Column Research Council and
Comraittee 15 of the American Railway Engineering Association each
proposed a study of all available literature on the subject and
a mathematical analysis of perforated cover plates e In order to
expedite this study and have the data available for the design
of the new 1,575.... foot main span, cantilever truss highway bridge
over the Mississippi River at New Orleans, Modjeski & Masters
determined to sponsor this study in cooperation with the Council
and Committee 1.5 j) and make ~he results available to al.l parties o
Lehigh University was engaged to make this studyo The report of
this "Study of Columns with Perforated Cover Plates", by Bruno
Th~rlimann and Maxwell WQ White~ was published by Lehigh Univer-
sity on December 31~ 1954 (Fritz Laboratory Report 24401)0
This report contained numerous analytical recommendations
for design of cover plated columns which are summarized in
Appendix B of this report~ Based upon the findings of this report,
Lehigh University recommended a column testing program on their
new 5,OOO,OOO~pound testing machine which could be used to sub-
stantiate the design method employed on the members 9 m~d which
WQul'd also permit a ver.i.fication of the analytical approach in
their study by the results of actual tests o The proposed testing
progrma was accepted and sponsored by the Mississippi River Bridge
Authority, owners of the new bridge at New Orleans; by the Assoc~
iation of American Railroads through Committee 15 of the American
Railway Engineer-ing Association; and by Modjeski & Ma.sters, Con-
sulting Engineers 9 Harrisburg, Pennsylvaniao Bethlehem Steel
Company supplied the material and fabricated the specimens at
cost to themo
The testing program was related to the design of one of
the diagonal members of the new cantilever bridge at New Orleans o
There were two pin-ended specimens of 38 f 1=10't length center to
center of pins, having a slenderness ratio of 40Q24, and two
square-ended specimens of 5 i -.O" length to be used in determining
the properties of the"materials o One long and one short speci~
men were of A7 structural carbon stee1 9 and the other long and
short specimens were of a new High Strength Steelo Both A7
steel and the new High Strength Steel are employed in the new
Mississippi River Bridge o The cross~sections of all test speci-
mens were the same j and were in all cases within the load capa-
'city of t-;he new 5,0009000=>pound te'sting machine so that they
could be t~sted to failure a
The direct objectives of the sponsors were:
1. To determine e~l)erimentEl.lly the ultimate strengtl1.
of full-size C01UIDl'lS 1.'J~1.th perfor~ated cover plates,
of A7 structural carbol1 steel D..nd of the 11.e1v High
Strength Steel o
2 0 To substantiate eXper)ilnel1tally present-day design
practice of such members as e:xempli.J1ied in the
new Mississippi River Bridge Q
3- To make Em experimen'tal checlc on the anal'ytical
study of such members insofar as was permittted
by the practical dimensions of the members testedo
Tl1.e conclusions il1. tIle t'O]_lOlfillP; report substan.tiate the
practical design of thE? members beirlg llsed and as specified,
and, within the limits of the specimens tested, they also sub-
stantiate the analytical approa.c11 (le\leloped in tl'le theorst:Lcal
study mentioned earlier.
2. Desigg or Member
The des'ign oi"l the test mernb'ers thelTIsel ves was made 'by
Modjeski and IVIasters, Consultj_11g Engirleel"s!) lIarr'isburg, Pa~
The design was ~ade such that the cross section dimensions ffild
perf~oration spacing 'were similar' to diagonal Yrlenlbers llsed in
the proposed Mississippi bridge. The maximurn oV'erall length
of 40 fleet and the maximum load of 5,000, OOO-po'unds were set
by limitations of the testing machine.
The design 8Jld detail. of the specimens can be seen on.
Drawing 2L~4-16
In Table 1 a comparison is made between the actual
design, the AREA and AASH9 Specifications and the recomnenda~
t'ions in 'the analytical studyo
3. Fabrication
Fabrication o.f tl18 specirlH3ns was carried out in tJ:1e
-4-
Pottstown Fabricating Shops of the Bethlehem Steel Company with
standard shop methods and accuracy, in accordance with the
general AASHO Specifications. The perforations were flame cut
in accordance with AREA Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges,
Art. 105, page 15~1~27p for the carbon steel, and Art o 9, page
15-1-42, for the higb strength steel.
IIo. DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL TESTS
I
10 Introduction
A summary of the tests is given in Table 2 0
2 0 Physical and Ohemical -Tests or Material
(a) Marking:
The same material marking as used by the fabricating
shop, ,is maintained throughout this reporti) Each individual
piece (plate or angle) is designated by a number or a number
and a letter (1,396,8s7~5A)o 'To locate from which end of the
specimens ~he coupon material was cut J this number is followed
by a letter, A or Bo A signifies it originates at the end or
the 36-ft o section and B, signifies the end of the 5-.ft o section,
as shown in Drawing No~ 244~2o This letter is again followed
by another number to identify the individual 'pI ate's and angles
in the member cr'oss<=section (it) 8 0 :; 1 and 2 for the two di.ffer,ent
plates, 1 to 4 for the four angles)o Thus the complete ident-
ification marking number, eo go 9 5A A 1{1 indic-ates the ma.teria.l
pie,ce (.5A) its location (A) along the spe cimens.9 and its
location (I) within the cross~sectiono
(b) Chemical Tests:
While sub-punching the plates, and angles during rabri ...
cation, certain punchings were removed and identified for
chemical analysis 0 The punchings are identified by the piece
identification mark (eogOj 6Al» 8A2 9 etc o ) rollowed by a number
(1 to 4) indicating the location along the 36~rto specimen
from which they were taken o
These locations are shown in Drawing Nco 244~16
-.6-
Table 3 gives the results of the chemical analysis made
according to standard methods used for mill reports~
(c) Coupon Tests:
Flat longitudinal standard ten~ion coupons were made from
the additional material from each end of the specimens o These
are identified by the piece mark of the material from which they
come (3Al, 7B2 3 etc o ) followed by a number indicating the number
of the coupon cut rr~m. that pie ceo Two coupons were made from
each piece used p making a total of twelve coupons in all o They
w~re prepared and measur~d in accordance with ASTM A370-54T,
Sect,ions 5( c) -and 5("e} 1 0
The tension coupons .were tested in hydraulic testing
machines 9 the load and extension over an eight-inch gauge length
being automatically recorded 4
.A summary of the results or the coupon tests is given in
Table 4,;' The coupons were tested at a constant valve opening
on the testing machine which gave a straining rate over the
eight-inch gauge length of approximately thirty micro inches per
inch per second in the yield zone. By reducing the straining
speed to zero, observation of the "static" value of the yield
stress was also made o The high strength angles (lAl~l~ and
IB2-1) indicated no definite yield level and the yield stress
given was· determined by the intE?rsection of the ta.n.gents or the
elastic region and the strain-hardening zone on the automatic-
ally recorded load-extension graph again- adjusted for zero
straining rate (see Figol). The average or two yield stresses
for each-piece was taken ~s the yield stress for that material o
The elastic modulus of elasticity (E) was determined for
six of the tension coupons (one from each piece) by placing a
SR-4 gage, type AI, on one face of the coupon o In view of the
variation ,from coupon to coupon, the modulus of elasticity of
each grade of steel was taken as the average of the three
readings for that grade 0
The strain~hardening modulus (Esh) (tangent modulus at
beginning of strain-hardening~ see Figol) was determined from
the aut'omatically recorded load~e:xtension grapho
The yield strain (e.y ) and strain-hardening strai:n (~sh)
were also determined from the automatically recorded graphs by
the intersection of the tangent lines fixed by the elastic
slope, yield level, and strain~hardening slope o A typical
load-extension graph with these values marked.9 is shown in Figo 10
The total percent elongation was measured, after fracture,
over the original eight-.inch gauge'lengtho
(d) Dimensions o~ Sections:
There is usually signi.ficant variatio'n between the actual
dimensions of a section and the nominal dimensions given by the
steel handbooko Oross--section measurements were made on the
end pieces of each section by two methods ~~ firstly by measur~
ing the thicknesses with a micrometer, and secondly by weighing
a measured length o~ the sectiono In determining the average
area, a mean was taken on all measurements of the same material
piece, the weighing mea.surements!, being given a weight o.f two
against one for the thickness ~aasurementso
-8<=
These results are tabulated in Table 50 In Table· 6 are
shown the geometric properties of the sections computed both
from the measured sizes and the nominal handbook values o In the
computations that follow~ the actual measured values are taken
for the geometric properties~
30 Cross-Section Tests
(a) General:
The structural details o~ the five~foot sections used
for the cross-section tests are shown on Drawing 244-1 6 The
gauge location and numbering are shown in Fige 2 0 The specimens
were tested, flat~ended, in the 5,OOO,OOO-lbo Universal testing
machine. The complete setup is shown in FigG3.
(b ) Gauging:
( i) A.xial Strain
The axial strain was measured on each corner of the
specimen with a l/lOOO~,inch$i.mes dial over a gauge length of
42 in. (spacing of perforations in main columns) sy~etric
about the perforationo These gauges were also used for initial
aligning'of the specimen to assure axial loadingo
(11) Strain Distribution
The strain distribution in the elastic range was de-
termined by twenty~three SR~4 strain gauges~ type Al~ located
as shown in Figo2~ Typical gauge installation is shown in
Fig.4.
(iii) Local Buclrling
The formation of local buckling was determined by meas-
uring the relative displacement of the midpoint of the plate
with respect to its edge o The strain at which buckling occurred
was measured over a lO~in~ gauge length by means of a Whittemore
gauge in the elastic range~ and a special gauge reading to
l/lOOO-ine for the larger strains4
(c) Results:
(1) Axial Deformation
From the ~our dials (one at each corner) the average com~
pressive strain over the 42~in~ gauge length (spacing of perrora-
tion) was determined e A plot o~ the average strain over this
length against the average stress based on the net area of the
spe~imens, is shown in Fig.5 for specimen 084, and Figop for
specimen Hs4. A magni~ied part of the elastic portion of this
curve, .from which the effective modulus of elastici..ty can be
determined j is also shown in the same figure Q ,'1 'rhe yield level
predicted from the coupon tests is also shown in both cases o
In the inelastic range~ difficulty was experienced in maintain-
ing a constant strain with the hydraulic machine$ and some
elastic fall-off in load was probably e~perienced in the initial
inelastic sta.ges. This accounts for I the dip in 'the graph of
Fig.5 of specimen CS4. The values assumed ~or prediction pur~
poses are shown as a dashed curV6 0
(1i) Stress~StrainDistribution·
To non-dimensionalize all the strains~ they have been
divided by the average strain over the 42~ino gauge length
(perforation spacing)o In the cases where several gauges were
in'symmetrical positions p all points are plotted, the curve p
however, being drawn through the average$ These results are
-10
plotted in Fig.7 .for the net sectiong.':~,Figq8, .for the p,erforation,
",-M,~Fig.9 ,for th.e full.',· se'ction;e.-: ,The data_ is summarized in
'Ta.bl'es 7 and 8.
(11i) Local" Buckl'ing
-1"\
For the type or cross section tested the point of local
bukcling cannot be sharply defined. Although the center portion
o:f ~ plate itself may buckle ~ higher loads may be carried by the
corners (effective width concept) until they fail by some other
cause, such as yielding. The initial plate buckling is there-
fore not catastrophic, and it is possible to increase the 19ad
on the specimen past this point. Such a type of behavior was
observed for both specimens cs4 and HS4.
The formation of local buckling was indicated by the de-
flection of the center of the plate relative to its edges. A
typical plot, o~.this derlection is given against the average
strain in Fig. lOa)) and against ,the average stress over the net
area in Fig. lOb. The location of ~he buckling point on these
graphs is quite arbitrary. The investigators have selected the
point or initial bifurcation from the straight equilibrium
position as de~ining buckling. The method used to determine
this point is shown in Fig. lOa and lOb. The reSUlts, obtained
on the same basis,9 for all plates are summarized in Table 9,
which also gives the local strains (lO~in. gauge length) at
which buckling occurre~o It should be remembered therefore,
tJin subsequent dis?ussion, that these values of the buckling
stress do not necessarily indicate failure o
.Graphs of the buckled shape along the length of the
plate 9 together with the stra.in distributionJj 'are given in
FigGll and 12~ A view or the formation of the buckles in the
actual specimen is given in Figs a 13914~159 for C849 and Figs o
16,17»18 3 .for Hs40 The darker areas indi cate 'the compres sion
side of the buckle~ the diagonal yield lines the tension side~
(iv) General Behavior
(1) Specimen cs4 ~ Initial yielding in the specimen, as
evidenced by flaking of mill scale 9 was noticed along the edges
of the plate a't a loa.d of 1 9 500 j) 000 Ibs o , corresponding to an
average stress on the net area of 23~490 psio As it developed,
it could be seen tha't the yielding originated in the neighbo~...
hood of each rivet and spread from that point o The solid
portion of~ the perforated p:late was almost free from signs o.f
yieldingo The yield pattern j just after the beginning of
local buckling, can be seen in Figo 19a Ultimate failure (rall~
off in load) occurred after average s·trains considerably beyond
the yield strains» had developed (see Fig~5)o It was caused by
local buckling of the plates at the section through the per~
foration o The angle af~orded considerable restraint against
this buckling as it twisted with the plates e The plates and
angles were still closely in con,tac·t at the rivet line 9 all=
though the solid flange plate had sepa.rated from the angle at
its heel o
(2) Specimen Hs4 = The behavior or this high strength
steel specimen was similar to the A7 steel specimen~ During
the elastic range, a sharp cracking noise was heard which
seemed to indicate I.oad transfer through the rivets o Initial
yielding (flaking or mill scale) was noticed around the rivets
in the perforated cover plate at the perforation at a load of
19802~OOO corresponding to average stress over net area of
28 p 470 psi o This initial yield~ng can be seen in Figo 20~
The formation or the yielding in the solid flange plate can be
seen in FigQ 21 g the yielding again originating at the rivets o
As can be seen from the stress=strain curve (Figq6)~ the speci-
men carried a stress slightly in excess of the yield str@ss
indicated by the coupons when failure was caused by excessive
local bucklingo The failure was identical to the A7 steel
specimeno Figo 22 shows a detail of the buckle in the neighbor-
hood of the perforationo The separation between solid flange
plate and the heel or the angle can be seen o
40 Bending Tests
(a) General ~
The column specimens were prepared for the bending tests
by fastening a bracket at each end of the specimen to rest on
the rocker' support o Two loading yokes were then .fixed to the
specimen~ The .fastening in al,l cases was done with high.,...
strength bolts b The specimen was loaded in two ways:
(a) Two=point loading
(b) Single~point loading
The details of the test set up can be seen in Fig o 230
The loading was determined so that the specimen remained elastic~
With the initial loading of the specimens J sharp crack~
ing noises were heard o After release of this initial load,
slip was indicated 9 with a permanent deformation o~ approxi~
mately O.07=inG for both columns o
=13~
For the two~point loading, the maximum load was fixed at
90 kips for each jack, and for the single-point loading at 100 kips.
The loading was accomplished by two hydraulic jacks of
110~kip capacity, coupled to a pendulum dynamometer indicating
the load with testing machine' accu~acy.
(b) Gauging:
ill Deflection - ,The deflections of the specimens were
measured by two means:
(a) Five Ames l/lOOO-in. dials under the
specimen
(b) Eleven I/IOO-in. scales fastened on
the neutral axis on the centers be-
tween perforations. These scales
were read with a surveyor 9 s level,
. ·swinging in a horizontal plane.
In addition, the local de~ormations\over one bay of the
perforations were measured by a frame with three l/lOOO-in.
Ames dials.
(11) Strain - The strair+ distribu ti~o:q dl1ring bending W,s.-s de ..
termined by forty SR-4 gauges, type Al, and three SR~4 rosettes,
type ARI. They were located and numbered as shown in Fig.25.
They were set up to determine the strain patt,~rn at four different
cross sections of the specimen:
(a) Centerline of perforations (Fige 25, Sec.D)
(b) Point of tangency of perforation (Section C)
(c) End of perforation (Section B)
(d) Centerline between perforations (Section A)
A typical installation is shown in Figq 24.
-l~.-
,
\
(c) Results:
ill Deflections DO> Based on ,an average of four individual
readings, the deflections are shown in graphical form in Fig,26
for the A7 steel and .Fig o 2'7 for the high strength steel columno
The c,urves were d<.?termined .fro;m the level readings alone"~-' The
values determined from the Ames dials are also shown on the
graphs as a basis for comparison. The local deformations of
one bay or the perforations are shown in Figo 28 0 The difference
in local deflection at each end o~ the perforation'indicates the
local shearing deformation.
(ii) stress Distribut'ion - The stress' distribution across
the various sections is shown in FigG 29 ror, the A7 steel member
~
and Figo30 for the high strength steel member o Table 10 sum-
marizes the str,a..in da,ta used to determine t'hese ·'stresses. Super-
imposed on these curves are the stresses determined by t~e usual
theory of bending o ~Separate curves are shown for the cas~s o~:
14 Pure moment
2 4 Moment and shear
.5. Column Tests
(a) General:
To prepare the specimens for testing as a column, end
bra.ckets and p~ns were- fixed ate8.ch end of the columno Detail,s
or the'se pins can be seen in, F'ig$ 32 0 Effectively, the column,
act~d as pin-ended (effectiv~ ~ength = le~gth between· pins) in
the plane of the perforated plates and, .~ei.xed ended (ef~ective
length = 005 x length between pins) in 'plane of soli~ ,~lange
plates. The length between bearing surfaces of pins was 38 ft o
1.0 ine
Care was taken in setting the pins on the centerline of
the column and in setting the column vert-ically in the testing
machine 0 Subsequent tests indicated an extremely good align~
ment~ The specimens were tested in a 5,OOO,OOO~lbo hydraulic
Universal testing machine o A general view or the columns
ready for testing can be seen in Figo 31 0
(b) Gauging:
(i) Axial Deformation ~ The axial deformation was de-
termined for specimen aS3 by measuring the overall shortening
between the centers of the two end plates as shown in Fig.32
(1 0 6 0 , over a gauge length equal to the length of the column -
36ft ~ ) Q
During testing, it was observed that the plates o~ the
end fixtures were deforming such that the measured shortening
included this additional deformationo Therefore the observed
strains were larger than those determined,from the cross section
testso In specimen HS3, additional gauges were used (see Figo 32),
olearly demonstrating the bending of the baae plates.. In future- -~- .-_.
'tests the centerline wire should be ~astened by a bracket to
the specimen itselfo
(i1) Lateral Deflection .. The lateral deflection of, the
column was determined from 1/100~ino scales fastened on the
centerline between each perroration o~ the specimeno These
scales were read by an engineerUs transit, swinging in a vert-
ical plane, set up clear of the specimen o The deflections were
measured in both the plane of the perforated cover plate and
the plane or the solid flange plate o
-16~
(iii) Strain Distribution ~ The strain distribution was
detel'l111ined b'Y· the same SR-4 gauges llsed in the bendil1.g tests Q
In addiijion to these, four SR-4 gauges p type ...i\.l, 1Alere placed i11.
the corners at each end as a clleck on the aligrunent of the pins G
(0) Results:
(i) Axial Deformation <=> A. graph sllowing the average strain
o\J'er the f1..111 length of the columll p plotted against tile average
stress based on the net area, is given in.Fig o 33 for specimen CS3Q
Also shown on the saTne graph is the behavior predicted from the
results of the cross section tests~ The details of the prediction
are given in Appendix Ao The variation of the slopes in the
elasti c range is due to faulty s·t)~aill llleasurements in t'he column
specimen whic}l included defor111ation o~ the base p]~ateso rlowever,
in view of the results from'HS.3 (,see Figo 34) 9 the actual axial
deformation should follow very closely the cross section tests
which are shown. in Fig o 33 as the predicted Cl1r"fJ6 o In Flig43L~j
the resul ts are given .fOY' the HS3 spe cimen o TIle val"lation be-
tween the strains determined over the full lellgth of the specimen
by measuring through the center of the colunm and along one edge
(by the two separate wires)p can be seen 9 indicating the error
brought in by the bending or the base plats o In addition, the
average strain was measured by four Ames dials over one bay of
the perforations in the columna The results obtained by this
last method were practically identical with results from the
, J
cross section tests and the·full=length mea~lirement down one
edge of the colunmo The prediction for this specimen is also
shown "in Appendix Ao
(ii) Lateral Derlections - A plot of the lateral de-
flection of the midpoint of' the, colunm against the average
stress, based on the net area~ is given ~n Fig o 35 for both
columns 0 Curves showing the lateral deflections, including
inItial crookedness over the rull length o~ the colurnn~ are
given in Figo 36 for CS3 specimen~ and FigQ 37 ror HS3 specimen o
(iii) Strain Distribution ~ The st~ain distribution over
the various cross sections of the specimen are given in Figo 38
for CS3 and Fig. 39 for HS3& They have been non-dimensionalized
by dividing by the average strain over the full length of the
colunm,o Table 11 summarizes the datao
(iv) General Behavior
(1) Specimen OS3 ~ The column was loaded initially to
check on the alignment of the pino The four SR~4 gauges at
each end of the column gave almost identical strains, indicating
good aligrrment0 Due to rlattening of the pin under load it
was estimated that the maximum eccentricity would be only of
the order of\ O.2-in o This corresponds to a value of ec/r 2 of
approximately 0002, which is very small o The initial de-
flection of the column is shown in Fig. 360
T~e specimen was loaded in increments of 200 9 000 Ibs.
in the elastic range o Initial yielding (from flaking of mill
scale) around the rivets in the solid rlange plate occurred at
a load of 1,000,000 lb o (average net stress 15 9 700 psi)o The
maximum load was reached at a value of 2~OOO~OOO lb o (average
net stress 31,300 psi)p at which point the lateral deflection
started to increase very suddenly (see Figo 35). The load then
slowly fell off with increasing shortening of the column until
a local buckling across a section, through a perforation at
-18~
mid-length, was noticed 'at a load of Ij728~OOO Ib o This local
buckling can be seen in Figo 40 0 On the next strain increment,
the flange plate buckled j causing the load to drop" to 1 9 425, 000
lb. Fig. 41 and 42 show the final local buclle, and Fig. 43
and,o··44 show the column after testing o
(2) Specimen HS3 ~ Initial loading also showed good
alignment on this specimeno The initial de~lection of the
column can be seen in Figo 37. Load was applied in increments
of 250,000 lb. in the elastic- range. Initial yielding occurred
at a load or 1,500,000 lb. (average net stress 23,700 psi)
around the rivets near the perforation. This initial yielding
can be seen in Fig. 450 The maximum load was reached at a
load of 2,808 9 000 Ib o (average net stress 44,400 psi), the
lateral deflection being noticeable at this stage. The axial
shortening was increased and the specimen sUddenly buckled
locally, the load ~dropping o~~ by almost half, and the lateral
deflection increasing suddenly by approximately four inches.
Again overall column buckling occurred prior to local buckling
of the plate elements 0 Detailed pictures or the final local
buckle can be seen in Figs o 46,470 The colunm~ after testing,
can b® seen in Figs. 48~49.
After this Budden failure, the specimen was unloaded
and reloaded again, as shown by the reloading curve in
Figs ~ 34 and 35.
In its derormed state, the specimen could be reloaded
to approximately the same load it was carrying before un-
loading (1,487 kips)o
III.. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF DATA
As a means of systematizing the analysis of the results,
the data will be examined in the same order as the work was pre-
sented in the analytical studyo
10 Axial Rigidity
The necessary data required for the experimental determina-
ticn of this e.f.fect is shown in -Figo 5.9 6,33!J and 34~ From a versus
~ curves there presented, the effective area may be determined from
the ratios:
p
e. ::;:: Ae:f:r. Ecoup • -
or
p
4 •••• 0 .. 0 •••• 0 •• 0 0 • 0 •• (1)
Ee.ff.
Ecoup• • •• O ••• 'OO.O •• O-o.QO ••••• O •• (2)
The results are summarized as ~ollows:
Analyt. Co B. . H. S.:w
Study CS4 CS3~'" HS4 HS3 u ,
Aeff 1.049 1.08 =o~ 1 0 014 1.003
AIl
1~ot considered due to faulty readings on
centerline wire o
°F~om average of four Ames dials over one
bay of perroration.
The variation between HS4 and HS3 is within the accuracy
of the experiments o No simple explanation seems to be possible
for the discrepancy between CS4 and HS4. However, the results
from the analytical study give a value almost exactly the average
of CS4 and HS4. It would seem that this value is probably as
correct as any.
Very often the axial rigidity used for deflection and
erection studies is determined by dividing the total volume
(gross volume minus volume of perrorations) by the length of the
member to obtain an ef~ective areao Applied to th~ test speci-
mens, this would give a value of Aeff/Anet = 101150 Compared to
the test res·ul ts this ratio is too large o
2 0 Bending StifEness
(a) Bending About y~y Axis - No experiments were carried
out for bending about this axis~
(b) Bending JAbou.:t X..... X Axis (i o e o /1 in plane of cover plate)
- The effective moment of inertia for pure bending may be deter-
mined from the radius of curvature in the region of constant
moment in the bending tests~ This data is given in Figo26 and 270
With 1 =
R
M
EI
o 0 ., EI = MR o • 0 $ Q 006 0 q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 (3)
OS3 HS3
Elxeffect o from 247 .x 109 242 :x 109bending test
E-Ix .from forE == 30 0 27 for E == 30 0 65
measurements 25508 .x 109 25505 x 109
These tests indicate that the effective I is actua.lly less
than the net moment- of inertia of the cr~ss se ctiono This result
seems surprising o However p the accuracy in the experimental de-
termination or E and the radius of curvature~ together with the
non-linear stress distribution (due to perforations) can explain
this phenomena.,
In view of these results» it is believed that the net
moment of inertia is probably the best estimate which can be
rationallY,made for the effective moment of inertia in bendingo
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2730) psi
2710)
(c) Effect of Shearing Derormation - The two questions which
can be answered here are as ~ollows:
(1) Do the component parts act in the manner assumed
in the analytical study?
(2) What is the experimental value of the ffCantilever
In answer to the first queBtion 9 reference is made to Fig.
28,29,30. In Fig. 28 the rorm of the local deformation indicates
additional local bending of each flange under the action of a
shearing force. The values involved are too small for purposes
other than qualitative. In Fig. 29 and 30 however, the effect
o~ the shear on the stress distribution can'be seen, especially
for section B and C. The secondary bending ~tresses derived in
Ill' manner similar to that outlined in the Analytical Study, assuming
an inflection point at the center of the perforation are also
shown in Fig. 29 and 30 for purposes of comparisono
Under one-point bending loading the gauge s~ction was
subjected to shear o From the strain da~a of SR~4 gauges 15 and 49,
symmetrically located on the perfor&tion (see Fig o 24), a quanti-
tative check can be made on the secondary stresses (bending stresses
caused by shear) j as fol'lows:
For applied load P = 100 kips
Q ~ 100 x 11 : 30056 kips
36
- QMsecond: 2 z 3 = 45083 kip-i~.
I - 91.8 (OS3) in4
z 92.4 (HS3)
y := 5046 in.
J2 - 45 8 z y.4 =
a second:; I - "91. 8
92.4)
Stress due to bending alone a - 30 0 56 x 195 oX 68441) =
8334)
4240) .
4290)psJ.. o
o
• 0 assuming a constant stress concentration factor or 1075
(average of experimental results)~ the following table compares the
computed stress difference between gauges 15 and 49 (the secondary
stresses being of appoaite signs at t·hese points) and that actually
measuredo
Computed Change, Mea.sured Change
in stress» psi in Stress!, psi
aS3 305 .x 2730 = 9,550 10,080
HS3 3C)5 .x 2710 = 9,480 9,100
This indicates the correctness of the concept for determining the
additional stresses due to secondary bending caused by shear o
To answ@r the second question p an analysis o~ the deflection
of the specimen can be made on the same basis as done in the an~
alytical studyo Referring to eqo(lO) of the Analytical Study,
each leg will deflect an amount
L = ~ EQ&L
r
--_· Z3 (4)() y 0 0 0 0 4 Q 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 000 0 Q 0 0 0 • 0
where ~ is a t'ac~or governing the et'fective length ot' the canti-
lever leg (assum~d'in the analytical Study. to be 9/128 t:l:: 0. 0703).
Considering this e~fect in the deflection derivation, the
:final deflection curve J:or center portion (b~X~ (L-b)) with two
point load is given by: (see Figo 26)
PL 2b [ X Z b 2 Ix 2 ~ a i3 1
ill = E 2L =? § 2 + T7 cL % J 0 QQ. Q Q Q Q QQ. " Q " " " Q ;
and for
,U)
For the speciric distances used in the experiment
b - 11 -- 0 306L--3b- o·
a
-=
rz
.'Xl 11and for two-point load; ~ = 36 ~
For one-point load; Xi = 00306
Xt&
=: 0 0 50L
X2
00694L ......
The equations become:
PL. 3
001 = El
x
(0002772 + 000424 f)
for two-point load: and
PL 3001 = Elx (0001503+ 0.0294 ~ )
PL 3 ,
w:§ = El
x
(0 0 01674 + 0 0 0212 ~ )
PL:3 ( ~ )w2 = -- o~ 01273 + O.(Q130Elx
for :one-point load o
() 0 0 0' 0- 0- 4 ., 0 () • 0- 60 • () 0 • q 0 0 •• ( 7)
<I () 0' 0 0 <I 0 0 0 .. -0 I) ~ 4' 1$ I) • D 0 0 0 ... (8)
I(,) 0 () 0 0 I) 0 I). (t 0 000 «) 0 0 1) -0'" 0 0 0 (9)
o 0 II) ~ 0 ... I) -0 4 0- I) I) I) • 0 0, $ .. 0 4 • (10)
Using the bending stirfness~ EI~, determined experimentally
as shown in previous section 9 the values of' ~ which should be
substituted in the above eq~ations to produce the measured de-
flections are giv'en in the following table.
083 HS3
2-Point one pol.n't 2c=Point one pOJ.nt
WI WI wtf '002 wI wl ~ 002
Measured D@-
fle otio'n' ins. 00934 Oq588 0 0 615 0.455 00945 0 0 582 OQ622 00465
f3 • Q961 ~1.q~~2 .0991 .0911 00896 00830 .0910 o99~lJdL
\
- Average value of ~ = 0~0935
This value is 1 0 33 times the value assumed in the Analytical
Studyo This means that the shearing de.fomr,ations are larger than
originally calcula<ted in the .Analytical StudyG The results obez>
tained,from that assumption should therefore be revisedo
30 Maximum Column Load
Using the values of the' bending' stiffness and magnitude of
shear deformations det®rmined as shown in previous section, a
theoretical prediction (based on tangent-=modulus from crossU;Osection
tests) of the maximum load was made ror each column o The details
o:f these predictions are shown in Appendi.:x .Ao A summary of re ...
suIts (Fig. 33 and 34) and comparison with predicted values is
givan in the :folloWing tabl'eo
Maximum Predicted Actual " Actual ~
Load Kips Max o Stress Ms..x o Stress Rat~oPredicted
psi psi
aS3 2000 30$l900 31~300 1~O13
HS3 2808 47.9 000 44J)400 0 0 944
It is believed that the correspondence between the pre ac
dieted and the actual m~imum stress is good for the carbon steel
specimen and is within satisfactory ezperimental limitations for
the high strength steel specimens o
It may therefore be stated that the behavior of both the
carbon steel column and high strength steel column followed ex-
pectation based on theoretical considerm:bionso
It ,may be int'ere'sting' to compare the· Ina:ximum loads taken
by the specimens to their corresponding working loads determined
from the AASHO and AREA specificationso
Allowable Stress Allowa.ble Load Maximum Test
psi kips Load
--
kips
AASHO AREA AASHO AREA
aS3 14,460 14,460 917 917 2000
HS3 20 820~~" ~""" 1320 Co<> 2808:;
1r For low-a.lloy steel ", BeG-t. 3.1~,o 7 (Pin_ Ends)
.. ,
It should be kept in mind that the above speci~ications
take into account an inherent eccentricity factor ec/r 2 =00 250
The eccentricity of load of the test specimens was kept to a
minimum (ec/r 2 not more than 0 0 02) and tl1eirinitial de-.flections
were small, as can be seen in Figo 36 and 37.
4. Shear in Perforated Plates
During the bending tests 9 the actual shear stresses were
determined in the perrorated plate at the point of tangency or
the ovaloid perforation (Section C~ rosette gauges 17,18,19» and
rosett~ 21,22,23).and at the centerline of the perforated plate
between perforations (Section A9 Rosette gauges 35936,37)0
In the following table, these values are compared'with
those, determined as indicated in the ana.lytical StUdY9
For transverse shear~ ioe.~
. 1 ~A~
(a) In fiange 't' = ~ IZ~ 00""""" 00 ...... oe. (11)
(b) Centerline between perforations ~ 2I~t ~Ay •• (12)
and for longitudinal shear between perrorations (rrom Eqo64 Anal 0
Study) 0
eo I) eo 0 00 • e " e 4) 0 I) " • 4 0 4- $ 0 0 0 e 0 () tel () 0 0 G 0 (13)
SHEAR STRESS IN Po So 1 0
Flange (Section C) E Between Perforations(Section A)
Measured C&tlculated Calculatedlltrans oMaximum Horizont&tl HorizoD.t&tl Measured Eqo(64) Shear
aS3 44501~ 25701~ 1600 2120 3300 1350
HS3 4530~~ 2470~~ 1500 2140 3300 1350
*Average between top and bottom ~langeso
The major part of the variation between the actual and predicted
value for shear stress in the flange is-probably due to the effect
of the stress concentration (about 1~'75) 0 The variation between
the .predicted and the a.ctual sh~ar stress on the centerline between
perforations is understandable, as for determining the maximum
shear stress analytically a value of 105 times the average stress
was assumedo This was quite arbitrary and apparently in this case,
the shear stress is distributed in a di~ferent manner o
In spite of the discrepancies between measured and calcu-
lated valued, it is £elt that the recommendations made in the an-
alytical study are adequate for design purposes o
5~ Local Buckling
The results of the local buckling measurements are given in
Table 90 It is very diff~icult to make an exact comparison of these
resul ts with any values obtained theore'ticatlly ~or the .following
reasons o Firstly, the difrerent plates of the specimen buckle as a
unit in such a w,ay that pla.tes wi th a. higher individual buckling
stress provide restraint on plates with lower buckling stress o
Secondly the variation in stress distribution over the cross section
is considerably different from the uniform stress distribution
assumed in theoretical analyaeso Since the specimen itself was not
critical as far as allowable bit values are concerned j no conclusions
with regard to the critical limits of bit can be drawn o
It should be emphasiz@d again that th® critical streases in<=
di cated in Table 9 re:fer to initial. deviation from the straight
equilibrium position of the plate~ The plate can still support
greater loads since the loads are then partially transferred to the
support~d plate edges o
Nevertheless ~ ,in 'Ti.8W o,f the resul'ts 9 several points can be
(a) Since the actual stress over the perforated plate
between perforations is between 0 0 8 and 0 0 5 times the average streSS$
(this region exhibited no signs of yielding during the t®st)>> the
allovlable bit can be increased in this region o Taking an arbitra.ry
valu® of 0 0 75 times the average stress ~ the maximum s'tress obta.in-
able in this region is 0 0 75 0yj..eldo Even for the extreme cas® of
high streng·th nickel steels:v this correspon,ds to a value of b/t~
of 25 f) where k is a func'tioll of the edg€) restraint o For simply~
supported edges (k=4) this gives a. ]~1miting 'val:ue o.f bit of 50 0
It may be noted that this is in accordance with the current AASHO
specificationo
(b) The local buckling of plates is not catastrophic
as the load can be redistributed and even increased in the stif~er
portions of the structur6 0
60 Stress Concentration
The strain concentration factors (Clocal ) are given in
~avera.ge
Figo 7~8$9~ for the cross section tests 9 Figo 29 and 30 for the
bending tests 9 and Fig o 38 and 39 for the column tests o A study of
these results indicates tha.t 'the values- O.f the strain concep.tration
are subject ~t;o corlsiderable variation» even betweer! symmetrical
points for a given loadingo Small variations in shape and edge con~
ditions are apparently very influential on -the magnitude of the
concentr~ltiono
The factor also varied somewha:t :for di.f.fer®nt loads in the
elastic range;; ,indicating some non~~uniform loa,d trarls.fer a.round the
cross sections (see Figo 7,8~9)o
In view of these racts p the following table summarizes an
average (variations of 30% may occur for any practical case) strain
concentration factor and corresponding stress concentration factor
(based on average stress over the net area) at various points on
the specimeno
Lo eFtt j,orl Stl~ain Clocal Stress 0"10 calConcent Q cavg$ Concento anat
Around :E 1~75 1084
Pe·r~ Poin't of Tan,gency 2<tO 2 0 10
fora=-
tion Top -=1 0 50 (Qlo58
~ Perf 0 plate betweerl per~() 0.50 0 0 53
Solid Opposite per.fora.tions 1010 1015
Flange
Plate Between per.fol~ations IG50 1058
Th~ v~ues around the per1'ora.tio~ agree approximately wi th
the results obtained by Greenspan~ theoreticallyo
..)
1
IVo CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this experimental study may be summarized
as follows:
10 The ultimate strength of both the A7 steel and high
strength steel columns was characterized by overall column railure o
No local fail~re occurred until after the m~imum load had been
reachedo
2. Th$ ul tlmate strength of the columns can be satis.factorily
predicted on the basis of a tangent modulus computed from the
average st~ess-strain curve o~ a cross section test o
30 Although the measured shear stresses differed consider-
ably .from those predicted on the basis oE simple assumptions .9 it {"I
is believed that no modifications of the design recommendations
aJ?e warranted o
40 Whereas the plate buckling theory indicates the initial
bifurcation ~rom the straight equilibrium position of the plates,
the tests showed that greater loads and axial strains are sus~
tained o Connnenc~ment o.f local buckling is therefore by no means
catastrophico
50 Th@ approach regarding the action or the component parts
of columns with perforated cover-plates made in the analytical
stUd~)was generally substantiated by the tests" The designrec=
ommendations made in the analytical study are therefore supported
in the major part by these two tests o Only minor modifications
may be indicatedo
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These modifications are:
(a) For the two test specimens the ~actor ~ characterizing
t~e effective length of the ~antilever leg in determining the
shearing deformations over the per~orations should be taken as 0.094
instead of 0.0703 (~9/i28)o This does not alter the design recom~
mendation f\S the shearing deformations are stil'l negligible for
columns of usual proportionso
(b) Sinc~ the observed stresses in t~~ perlorated plate be-
tween perforations were considerably low~r than the average stress
over the cross s~ction, the allowable bit· ratio for this\pcrtion of
the '-perforate~ plate may be increased above the previously recom-
mended ValU6 0 As indicated in Cnapter III.5, a lower limit or bit
equal to 50 would seem more realistico
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VI G NOTATION AND SYMBOLS
A - Net cros~-~ectional area of column
Ag _ = Gross cross-sectional area of column
Aeff. = E~fective cross-sectional avea of column
An = Net area or perforated plate
As. .... Area of flIlgles in colunm
At = Area of flange in column (See Fig~ B3)
As = Longitudinal. shear area of one cover plate
= t (c-a)
Ecoup• - Modulus of elasticity determined from Coupon tests
Eeff. = Effective Modulus of Elasticity for Axial Rigidity
based on net area.
Et - Tangent" Modulus
H = Effective length factor for modification due t9
shear derormation
I ' - Moment of Inertia of gross section about they~ g.
IT axis
I y = Moment of inertia or net section about the IT ~is
\1)
IY.eff .= Moment of inertia of effective secti~n about tpe
IT axis
I - Moment of inertia or gross section about XX a:x~s
oX. go
Ix:, = Mpment of inertia of net s@ction about the XX ~is
I Z = Mpment of inertia of flange about axis ZZ (See Fig. B3)
K = Effective area coefficient
L = L~ngth or column
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Mp
Pma:x
Per
PE
'\ Pt',
Q
Gtmax
R
T
~
b
c
a
an
Gmax •
cry
1:'
'tmax•
't
a
b
b
b1
c
d
= Bending Moment
-- Column load
- Maximum column loa.d
= Critical buck~ing load
= Euler Buckling load
= Tangent modulus load
~ Transverse shear rorce
= Max~mum transverse shear force
= Radius or curvature in ·pure bending
= Longitudinal shear forc@
-- Fa.ctor governing effe ctive length of J.' cantilever leg tf
= Deflection of "cantilever leg tl
-- Strain
= stress
= Stress based on net section
= Maximum stress
= Yield stress
= Shear stress
- Maximum shear stress
= Length of perforation
= Distance from support to bewm loading point
-- Width of plate
= ·Width of outstanding leg at perforation (See Fig.8,)
= Spacing of perforations
= Width of flange plate (See Fig.8)
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e
-
Ecc'entrici ty 0+ Load
f ""- Constant for determil?-ing axial rigidity
h
-
Depth of section
k ....... PI a.t e buckling coefficient
m = Width of perforation
r ~ Radius at: gyration
r y ""- Radius of gyration a.bou t the yy axis
r x
=: Radius of gyration about the XX axis
r z = Radiu.s of gyration of flange about the ZZ 8.J( is
s = Thiclmess of .flange plate (See Fig. 8)
t = Thickness of cover plate ('See Figo 8)
w -- Deflection
.it = Coordina.te axis along member
Y. =: Distance .from neutral axis
~
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H!GH STRENGTH STEEL (MEDIUM MANGANESE) CARBON. STEEL (ASTM-A7-53T)
MATERIAL ASSEMBLY DRAWlNG-
FOR SPECIMENS AND COUPONS
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TABLE 1
j~~.~S~~~~
Actual AREA !ASBO Analytical Study
\ De'tail Specimen Specs 0 Specs 0 Recommendations
10 Length .38 ' .... lO'te (l C 0 "",-
-- --
pins
20 .PerforatioQ. -Ovaloid Preferably Allowed ·Allowed
1211 x 18" use solid uLength < 2J(long ,axis webs other- Width
-""1.n direct~ wise not . '
of column) spec.
,30 Perforo Spacing cia 2033 Nato spec~ ~ 1.50
~ 4. Effect. ,Area for 63044 .Not.· spec. 63<)44 63.44} Loadt48:. :Effect. Area for -- Nato spec. .Not. speeo 66056
Axial Deformation:
5. L/rx 40.22 Nato .. spec. Not. specQ >15
6. air 1006 Noto spec. NotQ speco , L/r
x
= 1304
z
'3
7. Local ··..Buckling (MaxQ of 20)
(i) 'Perf~ bi/t 705 Noto spec. 12- ·Since td/s~ > 3
Not critical
(ii) :FI.- Plate bIt 28.5 32 32 (A1)
36 eimP1Y26 (.HoS) supported
(1ii).Cov.Plate bit 39 40 50 (A7) 39625
42 (HnS)
{
\"
·.244~ 2
,TABLI$ 2
.~~YOI' TE§T~
10 -,toad-de£lec~.ion curve f()r
axial coapre.8iono
Tes.t
"~Setle8 Objective.
Te' ·1. DetenP.·natlon 'of yie14·atre.8
level 0
2•. Deteraination of .modulus of
'.... e1 8 .. t 1 c·1 tJ Q
CS
084-"S'
HS4-0S ····2. Strain dhtri~utiondue tQ
pe~foration. '
3 •.Local, ~ckling :s'trainof
(a) ..·Outst~nd!ng ~d8e of
perforation.
(b) Fla~8e ·Pl at per-
foration.
(c)iWeb Pi between per-
forationo
~pecimen8
121 ~~ando, Te~8ion
COUPOftlo Two fro.
,eaeh ,section uaedo
Ones', -0 Column sec-
tio'n ,·A- 7 steel.
~5'-O Column sec-
Iltion lIS stee1.
See dr~"ing for
details. Tested
" ,to ..collapse.
1", Autoaatic ·stress-
~train record~ro
20 SR-4 go on six
speciaens.
1;"_ 'FQtitfJ~::o OOl:t~"Ames
dialo
3. (a) 26,"10" 801.
strain stations
(b) 42·;/ Locai. Buck-
ling .sta-
tion.
8
CS3-B .'
HS3~B~
I
.C
CS3-C
HS3-C
1. Loacl defle'c tion ..re1ations
for 'bending~
2. Load .deflection ..relations
for ~hear.
3 •. Strain .distribution ..under
$hear and bending at
(a) center of perforation.
(b) point -of curve of
perforC;ltion.
(c) end of perforation.
('d) . bet:ween, p~rforations.
1. ' Determination .Load-
deflection .relation :£or
(a) ,Axial deflection
(b) L~t~ral ,defl~ctibn
2. Dete·tmine. ,:-la.tera~
deflection ~urve~
3. Strain distribution ,at
(a) perforation
(b) between perforation
4.' Formaeion ,of local buck-
ling (1J"isual)o
, '
pne,:~~' Column A-7
8teel~
One 38 ':, Co1.utDIl .HS
steel.
See drawing fo~
detaila. Tested
only inelastic
range.
Sames as Series B
·tested to
col1apseo
1. 22. _,01" deflectio~
scales 0
2. (a) 4$ ,SI.-4
gages.
(b) 3 Rosettes
3 J{)ne. 001 ',Ames
dial,
Same~ as Series B
I
\ .
TABL~ 3
,CHEMICAL .ANALYSIS
..Spec'imen· Heat Rlpmp,t~
.Mark 'Steel Noo Section C Mn ,p ·s S1 -Cu
,3Al~1 .A7 42 G 669 4. x 4 ,x 5/8'1 angle 425 068 Q02 0031
1.... 2 026 0,66 002 0034
1-3 025 066 002 &028
1-4 025 067 002 0032
,2=1 .. u
" 025 069 002 0,0.23·,
2·-2 023 ·.69 002 002,4
2,~3 023 069 002 0022
2,-4 .22 It 69 002 0024
3-1 " It " 023 069 002 0021
3-2 022 069 002 0023
3-3 023 070 001 0021
3~4 .22 069 001 0022
4-1 t1 f-1 II 024 .69 001. o OZ2
4.... 2 025 069 002 0024
.4-3 024 o 70 .02 0022
,4-4 .23 070 .02 0024
,7Al...;1 A7 83 G 522 24 ,x 11/16 lt plate 028 045 002 0025
1 .... 2 028 045 002 -'0024
.1-3 .30 .45 002 0023
1-4 .. 30 046 002 0023
2~1 .. It 11 030 045' 002 .023
2c:>2 030 045 002 .023
2-3 029 046 002 0023
2-=4 030 046 002 00-24
8Al-l -A7 60G 421 24 x 1/2" plate .2·3 054 002 0024
1 .... 2 023 053 002 0023
1-3 023 053 Cl01 0024
1-4 023 053 001 0023
2-1 u n 11 023 I) 54 001 0021
2--2 022 055 0,02 0023
2-3 023 ,,53 001 0023
2-4 023 054 001 0022
,lAl .... l HS -46 .G 209 4 ,x 4 X 5/8" ',angle 025 1.57 0026 002,] .27 .27
1-2 027 1056 .028 0025 026 .28
,1-3' 028 ·1.57 002-7 ~O27 026 .27
1-4, <126 1058 0027 0025 025 029
2-1 It t1 ,U 4t28 1 .. 61 0025 002,7 02,5 029
2,... 2 ~26 1.58 0026 002·6 .26 .29
2-~ 021 1.55 .025 0025 025 .29
2-4 ~ 28 1056 0026 0027 027 .28
3-1 II '1 It 027 -1057 .021 .027 .. 25 ~29
3-2 Q25 1063 0023 0026 029 .27
,3-3 025 IG56 4024 002-7 028 .26
3-4 026 1057 0025 0027 ,,27 025
,4~1 If t1 tt .26 1058 002·6 .028 0,27 ·027
4-2 025 1055 0025 (10'28 027 026
-4-~ ~ .25 1055 0024 .029 .25 .28
4-4 025 1057 0024 0029· 027 .26
Over;
Specimen Heat . Elements
Hark Steel -No 0 .. Section C .~ p . S 8i _eu
SAAl .... l HS " 69 G 168 24 x· 11/16'·' p'la·te .25 1.51 002 0019 .32 ··025
1-2 0,25 1057 002 .• 020 .36 424
.1-3 .• 25 1051 0'02 1)020 032 024
l cm4 .24 1.56 002 0020 036· 025
2~1
" "
.. 025 1054 .02 0020 .31 .25
2-2 .24 1057 .02 0021 .34 .25
2-3 025 1049 002 0021 030 .25
2-4 .26 ,1051 .02 0020 .32 ~26
7" 6Al-l ,HS, 69 G 168 24 ·x 1/2" plate 026 1054 0018 0020 .32 0,26
1·-2, Q 26 .1050 .017 0020 031 .27
1-3 I) 25 1054 0017 0020 032 ·.26
1-4 025 1.54 .017 .019 .32 .2,6
2-1 n It .. .24 1 0 55 .01 .019 .31 .26
,2-2 .25 1.58 .01 .020 0,33 .25
2,....3 .',25 ,1.52 .01 0020 .31 .25
2-:4 .25 1.56 .01 .021 .31 .• 24
'10
.SUMMAI.Y OF· 'tENSION COUPON. TEST.S
~ ~
,il
:j
·".i
.~ .
r,t!
;t ~
n
,I
,..:
to f·
'.j
:]
'\j
,,,j. .- • ~
4-""'"
- "i
•• :. "~ r -; ..
'~4
~l: Yield level read· at static load~rigo'
~2: .."~sh .de.tennined from sl~p~ on aut.omAtically rec~rded load"EXtension grapho
.3, ;1. elongation at fracture over original :8" gage 1e.ngth 0
.'. ,
. 4 The ':bracketed, .valu~!i·refer to resul~s, of mill tests 'fur~ished -by the steel s.uppliero
. \
0'1 2 '1.?Coupon.. ··Ste~l Uultlmate ···.1 Esh
Test:
y
Mark ~1Pe .Sec·tion " : . Location psi' psi ks1 . ksi rfisnley, Elong~
3Al.=1 -A=7 4x4x5/8 L ::fL- Tension 36,340 6'7$~OlO 30~JOO 880 506 . 29~ 1.. ~ ... (40,660) <66»660)4 . (2502)
3:B2~1 It II ..11 35,950 63~870 1100 803 300-5C:::>c;:::l
•Too~ ~
8Al=1 n 24xl/2 ·PI =t- tl 33,880 " 62~970 29 ).500 630 804 3102~ (38$500) (63$500) (2700)~~ )
8:82=1 ttl u u· ~3,200 62~550 760 905 290 "7) c;:::lo;:>
z
.1Al=1. Hi 24xll/16 :Pl~ D~: UIi 3~»O70 67,890 31~OOO 1160 7,,4 ..3004• < (39)>300) , (68,200) r A\t=30 2270 (2300)
1:82=1 gg VI IV 31,960 61z,430 1080 501 3006
lAlc=>l liS 4x4x5/8 L ::1=L iii 54$-500 955)260 30 3 500 1330 100 2000~60s560) (91~580) (2201)
1:62=1 f n n u 52,820 93,660 lO6~ 100 2100. =-
6Al=1 I u 24xl/2 FIQ . f Tpp~ Ii' 51 g 100 88 3 840 30~150 1020 200 2102"
t (542)900) (89 3 200) (2300)
6:82=.1 VI ",. n "53»200 89».130 960 304 2207c::>=
.Too'" . aN
SAA1=1 n 24xlll16 PI , ~__'_F'_'-'- ~ It 50 lJ OOO 81 ~O40 31~300 915 .: 404 2205
-f .~ (52.,000) .(84 2 800) AVF30,650 (22oQ)5AB2<pl IV It it 51»490 91»040 960 2.(1 S. 2302
~ ==
,. .
:4It,il:
~ .
t
~ ..
. ';"- .
-" "... ~ ".
~r1·'- -l: ..
f.t,
'I""~,,-':""~'l '. -
.~' ,.,
~
I'".·,
i
t',:-,._..
! - ~~
~,';"," "
,1,_.
:'r'
-',",'
~"
I'
-. l" ...
.. ,
TAB~.E 5
.. CROSS~SICTIONAL .AREA .OF ~tATES .. ,AND ANGLES
~. - .~ ,
,Ar(;!a. square inches
.From Thic.k= Average*
.Mark Section ,From Weight ness . Value
lA2 L4 x 4 x 5/8 40527 4/1555 1; 46515',lBl do 40475 4Q5~
3A2 do 4.508 40506 ] 405063Bl do 40493 40,526
\
6A2 n.24 x 1/2 " 120209 12Q318 112.2766Bl do 120277 120365
8M do· 120161 120 150
J 1200698Bl do 110957 120029
7A2 P1.24.x 11/1.6 170040 16,0488 } 1608807Bl do 170100 160512
5M2 do 16.311 160397
J 160483SABI do 160586 160704
,*"'In, determining ,the average~;aweightof 2 is given.to the
weight measure~ents as compared ,to the thickness measurements.,
as follQws:
.. Average area -
2 area h
weig-t
.+
3
area
thickness
'T'
SUMMMlY OF,GIOIIIDJC·§ECTION.nqP~T~IS
c~ 3 HS3 Handbook
.10 .' Gross Area Ag~ aq () ,ins co
2 p Net ,Are~ .A.~q~ ins 6
3. Gross IJ. of I.4boutYY axis I Y8 il1s.
4
4. Net. K. ofl about YY axis 1y ins 0 4
S. Radius ofGyrationabout,Yl axis r y ins.
6'0 M6' 0'£ ,I, qf.Flange abou,t zz'axis I z ins' 9 4
710 .iladius. of.Gyration about ~z axis r
z
ins 0
10 .Area ,of -Flang~ ,Af~' sq() inso
9. ,Gtoss M. of I aboutxxa:x;is I xg ins. 4
10. BetH. of I about xx axis Ix ins. 4
110 Radius of Gyration about xx axis r x inso
,This area is 1-- - - .... -, "'1
considered as I ::
flange 0 ~, It
'y! .!+-' ~ y/
t f
I I
I I '
l-- -J 1 -l
63,085
75,12
.5686
1.70
8730
1105'
63030
7649
5729
1071
31065
84t82
11.57
·15~ 44·
63044
7601'
5726 .
,90.50
._9.104-'
1.70
31t'72
85JO
:!... "
TAB~E ,7
.. STRf1INDISUIRU ..FOR CS-4
\1;. "
~3QokeaY= 00001429 Pi=: Y'J:l' G:avo;:oOOO354~ P= 15IJcJt~c; 000 756
':'I.
. ~R-4,
€ eleav E €/€av 6 ,e/€av
(i) }~et.,~ee.tion
1 ! 0000225" 1057 650 1084 .1400 1085
2 : 325 2027 845 2q39 1810 2039
3 345 2041 855 2041 .2200 2.~91
.4 j 290 '2Q03 775 2019 ~860 2046
. ·5 315 2017 825 2033 1910 2053
"Av •.. 1-5 300 2010 790 2023) 1836 2043
,11 180 lQ26 515 1045 1120 1.48
12 ,:180 1026 490 1038 1005 1033
13 160 ' 1,,12 415 1017 865 1014
14. Angle 160 1 0 12 405- 1014 825 :1009
15 145 1001 365 1003 Bod 1 0 06
16 itS o~BO 270 00;6 620 0082
-Avo 1'-16 130 091 318 0090. 710 0.94
17 175 1022 180 0'051 700 0093
18 145 1001 420 1019' . 815 1~O8
(~~) iP~rforation
. 6 235 1064 645 1082 1470 1094
.Ave. 1~5 300 2010 190 2023 1836 2043
7 170 1019 545 1054 ·1180 1056
,8. -20 -0014 30 008 140 0019
9 -120 -0 0 8.4 -255 =>072 -845 -1412
.lO -130 -0091 -545 ~1054 -1140 -1 0 51
'J
(iii) ,Full.Section
19 55 0038 155 · 0(>44 340 Q045
20 70 0049 235 0066 570 ,.g.7S
2t·.Anale .145 .100,1_ .385 1 0 09 835 11 0Ie)
22 205 la43 475 1034 925 1.22
-23 '225 1057 495 1040 ·945 1025
TAlLJ'S
.STBAIN, ,DIsTRIBUTION Jrqa HS~4
\
P=600ls: ~, k I " kE
a
= ,,000301 F=140,D E'av= 0000713 P:20a1J €av=~ .001023
,v
'SIl...4 E', e/e E: reI E>a.v € €/Eavi av
(i) , Net "~ection
:,
1 'i 0000595 1098 ~OO1455 2<304 1)002205 2e16~L.:
,2·
,-, 655 ',2r) 18 1620 2027 2515 2046
') .. ' ' , ....~ 475 1058 1295 1082 1975 1 e93
4 645 2 0 14 .1495 21)10 225~ 2,,20
5 ,425 lc.41 1155 1062 1825 1.78
Av. 1-5 '~~9 1086 1404 .109'7 2155 ~.11
llA 425 1~41 " --l055 1048. 1595 1'056
llB ,320 1006 ~'~5 1'0(>'3 1065 1~O4
12 ,375 1025 9;20 "1029 1350 1~32
13 .3.05 l~Ol 750 1005 1050 1003
14' 280 0093' ·680 0095 ,,985 0096
15 235 00·78 575 O~81 ,835 0082
,16- 28~, ·0095 620 0087 765 0.75 .
,Av. lS~16- ~62"" O~87 598 0084 800 O~78,
17 310, 1,,03 710 1000 1015 0.99
18A 330 1010 . 750 1 005 1070 1005
l8B '380 1026 825 1016 1145 1012
,Av~ 18 ,355 1018 788 1010 1108 1~O8
'(i1') .. Perfor.-tion
6. ,450 Ip'50 1145 1~61 l710 1067,
,_Av',,, 1-5 559 1086 1404 1 097 2155 2011
7' 550 1083 1255 let 76 1810 1.77
.'8 225 OQ 75 400 0.56 525 OQ51
9 -90 ~Oo30 ~250 a<>O_o35 =340 -p033
~O -240 =0080 -1145 -1061 ~1630 ,-1_059
..
..
~ ,
(-:ttt) /Full' .Sectio~
i; 170 0056 '370 ·0,&52. 515 0050,
'" :20, 160 O/t53 410 0058 ,620 0$61
.21 220 O. 73 590 0083 895 0'.8,,7
22 345 1015 795 1Q12 1125 1010
·2~A 425 1~41 895 1026 1230 11)20-
.23'B 480 1e 5,9 1145 leG1 1730 1069 <,
.Av,o,- -23 45~" 10'50 _',1020 1.43 1480 1045
.' ,-
'.
TABLE".9
LOCAL BUCKLING :STRESS AND, STRAIN
.Specimen ,CS-4"
," ~A.vE1rage o,yer,"strain' concentration
,ocr is average. $tress over net area
PE!rforated.Plate Solid'~Flan2e Plate
. '~Bl 8B2 7Bl 7B2
.,Station o,er € ocr Elo.cal (J~r Elocal ocr '€'localloc~l
-
.1 .ksi X 10 ' ks! x 103 ,ksi x 103 ksi ,x 103
1 - - """ - t:r> .... CO> ...
9 .- 1 - "'" .- - ..,. -
~2 - - .,.;> - .,.., - - ....
8,
- - -
.- =
"'"
.....
-
','
J 29'00 .... 2900 """ 2904 1004 2802 ·1004
.7 .... ~
- - """ - - -
4.·4A 2995 -+ 2906.
-
2908'. 1004 2906' taOO
4B 2909 j" 2909
-
6, 6i\ 3006 - 2909 - 3003 1013 30'01 'lo08
6B"I, 3000
-
,3001 a> ..,.
-
.... ..
'5 SA 3005 2.25~ 2908 1068* 30~2 1 0 03 29 ~O OD99
" 5B 3003 . 2.06* 3002 1068'*
AverSage ocr = f9 ~8. kat
:
Sp,ecimen ,HS-4
, .. , .
~.... t .....
•• ~ .j. ~~~ ~~
Perforated .Plate Solid .Flange·Plate
6~1, 6:82 5ABl 5AB2
'S.tatioit 'ocr €l(jc~l CTcr
_~lo(:,l ocr· E:local ac,r' E·localk$i, x 10' ksi kai x 10~ kai 1'03 . ,x 10 .
.X
1
- -
.... = 5106 4~O7 - .'~
-
·9 . "\,\, i
- -
...
-
- - - -
'2
-
"
.,
- -
,- 5107 4007 51.9 403,5
,. .'8,"
- - -
¢> 5202 5010 ..,
-
,·3 4308 - 4300 - 44~3 1\)54 ...
7 - - 4307 ... .... -
4 4A 4603 46DO .45'09 1068 4502 tD 59
.~
,":;' -
., ....
4B 4507 ... 4505 -
6.6A ·45.07 - 4~{)9 ..... 4503 1~7~ :44o~:·. 1069
6'i3 4401
- 4505 """
,,~'5~, SA .4405 3Q3S* ,46~ 1 3'006* ·4504 1075 4603 1071
:;', :', "sn ,~ -, 45~S 3~62'* 460·4 .':3.P 15*
;
Ave~a"e .O'er =,45<» 2, :ksi
. It
....
..'c:Note': Thesel~ction of these ·values is dependent largely ,upon personal
" , "judgmeri:t 0 , . :
TAB~~ .10
,STRESS ·.,DISTRIBUTION.,'OR, .S,PECI:HENS, CS;F.3 AND ,HS~3,'
:UNPER, .BENDIl\JG AND~ -"S·HEAR
90k Twp Point ·Load
, HS-3 CS-3
lOOk ,Single ,Point 'LQad
- HS=3 CS-3
5,960
7,450
6 ,8'79-·.~:,~··~~·
.. : , .. ;'.'
5,330
8,780
9,440
8,140
9 9 600
9,-260,
3,940
8,720
,6,420
6, 780 .
5,~40,.
,6.,990
.9,,470
8" 720
-7 )450
3,510:
210
3',48q
6 .. 900
8,·410
11,740
16,6-60
8,63'0
288
246
116
7
115
228
'2S.7
270
269
130
,199
224
212 .
224
292
285
288
295
306 '
388,
55
285
241
214
2??
·319' .
.307
313,
, 321
246
0000189
163
176
210
184
19']
275
263
269
328
305
317
325
193
23l
275
304
290
, 312
5,790
7,660
9,870
5,820
6,990
9,040
8,280
_,.3,800
.6,190
6,740
9,260
,5,,420
9,500
8,240
4,260
307
3,650
.7,170
8,'800
10,940
18,,840
8) 740
10,080
9,530
10,510
357
60
285
245
254
250'
315
321
318
321
270
310
269
139
10
119
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Fig. 3. Cross-Section Specimen CS4 before Testing_
Gaging consists of:
(i) 4 Dial gages at each corner (g.l. 42 11)
(ii) SR4 gages
(ii) Whittemore gages (g.1. I 011) on each plate
(iv) Local Buckling gages (not shown)
Fig. 4. SR4-A I Gages aroun·d eld'ge of Perforation
for determining stress concentration.
Fig. 13. Detail of Yielding and Local
Buckling of Perforate,d Plate-
Specimen CS4.
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Fig. 13. Detail of Yielding and Local
Buckling of Perforate,d' Plate-
Specimen CS4.
Fig. 14.-Detail of Yiel-ding and Local
Buckling of Solid Flange Plate-
Specimen CS4.
Fig. 15. Overall View of
Specimen CS4 after testing.
Max. loa:d .. 2,240 kips.
Fig. 16. Detail of Yiel-ding in
Solid Flange Plate-Specimen HS4
Fig. I7. Overall view of
Specimen HS4 after testing.
Fig. 18. Overall view of
Specimen HS4 after testing.
· .
. "
Fig. 20. Initial Yielding
in Specimen HS4. Yielding first
occurred near rivets in perforated
plate at perforation.
Fig. 19. Developing Yiel,d Pattern in
Specimen CS4. Loa'd I f952 kips.
Note formation of local buckling in
Flange Plate. Initial yielding occur-
reid at eldge of flange plate.
Fig. 22. Detail of Local Buckle in
Specimen HS4 after testing.
Note separation between plate
and heel of angle.
Fig. 21. Formation of Yielding
in Solid Flange Plate of Specimen HS4.
Yielding originates at each rivet.
Fig. 23. Test Set-up for Loading Specimens in Bending
and Shear. Jacks are each 110 kip capacity.
Fig. 24. Detail of SR4 gages on Perforate,d Plate.
Gages are used for determining stresses caused by
bending and shear.
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Fig. 40. Local Buckling of the Out-
standing Leg at Perforation. after
maximum load had been reached.
Load - 1.728 kips.
Fig. 41. Final failure of Specimen CS3
due to local buckling of flange plate.
Fig. 42. Detail of Final Local Buckle
in Specim,en CS3.
Fig. 44. Specimen CS3 after testing.
Note yield lines and region of local
buckle in plate.
Fig. 43. Specimen CS3 after Failure.
Failure caused by column buckling at
load of 2,000 kips. Local buckle formed
after maximum load had been passed.
Fig. 45. Detail of Initial Yielding
of Specimen HS3 at rivets
near perforation.
Fig. 46. Detail of Final Local Buckle
in Specimen HS3. Note yield
regions of plates.
Fig. 47. Detail of Final Local Buckle in Specimen HS3.
Note the twist in corner angle.
Fig. 48. Specimen HS3 after failure
cause,d by column buckling.
Max. loa,d 2.808 kips.
Local buckle forme1d l after Max.
loa'd hard been passed.
Fig. 49. Specimen HS3 after failure.
Note region of local buckle in plate.
APPENDIX A
1. Prediction of Maximum Column Load
From analytical study eq. (19), (substituting for
the constant in the shearing de~ormation term):
basing stresses on net area:
(J cr "'jf2E1:x I
~ = r 2 Anc t(1+4n e ~ f~1~;~:)
Al
•
• • Using the' experimentally determined values for
E1:x and ~, and the measured value~ of An~t,a/c, a/rz , and
L/rx ' determined from cross section measureme~ts~
then: Gcr = l{'
2E1
.x for OS3
't' Ane t L2 1.110
=
lf2E1.x for HS3
Ane t L2 10108
with L = 38 ft. 10 ino
... ocr 104• 15.84 .x psi for CS3• • ~ =
't'
= 15.68 x 104 psi for HS3
In Fig. AI the values o.f 't and o/rr: are :plotted against (§
from the results of the cross section tests for CS4 and HS4
(see Figs. 5 and 6).
From these,. curves, the ori tical s t'resses for the two
'i.
colunms are:
Ocr for aS3 = 30,900 psi
ocr ~or RS3 = 47,000 psi
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x. APPE1\fDI.X B B-1
The design recommendations made in the analytical
study, "Study of Columns with Perforated Cover--Plates" by
Bruno Thtirlimann a.nd Maxwell W.White!J are summarized below
for convenience.
1. Computation of Cross~Section Constants
(a) Cross~sectional area ~or axial rigidity
In computing the axial rigidity, the net
section of the column should be taken.
I.f some refinement is desired, eq. (7)
and (83) can be used to c,ompute the
e:rfec~ive area.
K = 2 '- (m/b ) :3 ( 7)
(1-m/b ) [ 2+ (m/b ):3 (f b / C-1 )J ·········.. ··
where m = width of perforation
b = width of plate
c = spacing, centre to centre, of perforations.
f = constant depending on the shape of perforation.
= 70313 for ovaloid.
o e- .. Qo • e .,.0 •• 0 ••• 0 •• ., ••••• (83)
(b) Moment of inertia, I y
In computing th® moment of inertia
about the YY axis~ parallel to the
plane of the perforated plate, the
net section of the column should
be taken o .
B-2(c) Moment of inertia, Ix
In computing the moment of inertia about
the XX=> axis )J perpendicular to the 'plane
of the perfora.ted plate!J the 'net se'ction
of the column should be taken o
2. Allowable Column Load
(1) The allowable column stress should be
determined from appropriate code being used.
(2)- If the slenderness ratio a/rz (length
of pe'rforation/radius of gyration of fl ange) ..~(
is equal to or less than i/3 of L/r.:x wi th a
maximum of 20 3 the code values can be dir~
ectly appliedo
Only for the exceptional case of
a/r
z
>20 9 a modification, both of effective
radius of' gyra.tion (see eq. 26 and graph 3) -i~{~"
and column strength (according to graph .5) ~~..~~
becomes necessary provided buckling occurs
about an axis perpendicular to the perfor-
ated plates (xx~axis)e No modification is
necessary for members which have at least
one solid cover or diaphragm plate o (See
Figs. 12 9 1 3) :~~r Pi member with staggered
per~orations should be treated as ir the
perforations were opposite to each other o
(3) The allowable column load is equal to
the product or the net cross-sectional
area and allowable stress as determined above o
~(-See Fig. B3 for what is meant by fla.nge&
-lH~Equations, Graphs and Figure Numbers refer to Analytical Reports.
3. Design of Perforated Plate
r, (a) Design for shear
(1) The design shear force should be
determined from the appropriate code
being used as for latticed columns.
(2) At the point o~ perforation each
flange should be designed to resist
half the total transverse shear force q
Checking of the transverse shearing
stress in members with at least one
solid web plate is not necessary.
(3) The perforated cover-plates should
be designed to resist a longitudinal
shearing force which produces a maximum
shear stress of
1; --~ma.x.- ·4hAs
where Q= Transverse shear force deter-
mined as above.
A= Longitudinal shearing area of
s
one cover~plate between per~
forations.
(b) Design Against Local Buckling
(1) For the outstanding leg of the per~
forated plate at the perforations~ the
following relationships should be used:
b1/t =21 - (td/sb1 )2 for L/r < 60
and b 1/ t :::: [0 .. 3.5-0 .. 017 (td£b1 ) 2J ~ for L/r> 60
B-3
This is valid for td/sPl 3. If td/sb1 is
gre~ter than three, the web of the flange
should be checked for local buckling.
(2) For the cover-plate between perfora-
tions the following relationships should
be used:
b/t := [48 - 12 (td(b) 2J for L/r ~ 60
and
b/t := La. 80-0. 20 (td£b )21 ~ for L/r> 60
These are valid for td/sb 1. If td/sb is
greater than unity the web of the flange
should be checked for local buckling.
(3) The distances b l , b, and d should be
measured from the line of rivets nearest
the heel of the connecting angle. For
welded sections, b1 , b~ and d should be
measured over the entire width of the plate.
(c) Shape and Spacing of the Perforations
(1) The shape of the perforations should be
ovaloid (i.e. straight sides with semi-circular
ends);; 6.11iptical or circular e For the first
two cases·, the long axis should be in the
direction of the column axis o
(2) The lower limit for the spacing of the
perforations should be c = 1 9 50 a, where c
is the spacing and a is the len'gth of the
perforationo
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